The transfer reaction 7 Be (d, n) 8 B is modelled for the recent low experimental energies using the DWBA. Tests of the validity of the ANC method for the extraction of the S 17 astrophysical factor are performed. We show that a peripheral assumption is no longer accurate for center of mass energies greater than approximately 15 MeV. In all cases we found that core deformation and/or excitation effects to be small as long as the optical potential for the entrance channel is not strongly surface peaked. Multistep corrections to the DWBA were found to be small. We also emphasize that the lack of knowledge of the optical potentials for the entrance and outgoing channels induces severe uncertainties in the extracted S 17 astrophysical factor.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proton rich nucleus 8 B has been subject to very detailed studies which are of relevance for the understanding of the so called solar neutrino problem [1] . Even if a nuclear solution cannot solve the present disagreement between the solar neutrino experiments, the S 17 astrophysical factor for the capture reaction 7 Be(p,γ) 8 B needs to be known with greater accuracy to established limits for the nonstandard theories [2] .
Since the direct measurement of this reaction at the solar energies is not possible due to the hindrance by the Coulomb barrier, the measurements performed at higher energies are extrapolated (using some theoretical model) to the relevant energy regime. As published data at higher energies differ considerably from each other [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , the corresponding low energy reaction cross sections are rather ambiguous. To remove this uncertainty new measurements of the capture cross section (at the lowest possible energies) are being performed [9] .
At the same time, the structure of the light nuclei involved in these capture reactions is incompletely known. The low energy behaviour of the S 17 is fairly well established now, in particular after core degrees of freedom were shown to have a negligible effect [10, 11] . In contrast, the extracted normalization of the S-factor is still poorly known. It is strongly dependent on the size of the 8 B nucleus and other observables [12] . If, on one hand, single particle models are suitable for predicting the low energy behaviour of the direct capture process, on the other hand they are unable to provide the normalization constant. Because of the disagreement between data sets, there is no unique determination of this normalization constant empirically from direct capture measurements.
Recently the transfer reaction has been put forward as a new tool to extract the absolute value of the S 17 factor [13] as long as the reaction is peripheral. Our aim here is to check the validity of this method.
The transfer reaction 7 Be(d, n) 8 B has been measured [14] at E cm =5.8 MeV and analyzed using the DWBA zero range approximation and a simple single particle structure model. Recently new data at E cm =38. 9 MeV from MSU has become available for the same reaction [15] . The measurement of the same reaction at the centre of mass energy of 15.6 MeV at the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron has also been performed [16] .
In this work we analyze the transfer reaction 7 Be(d, n) 8 B for the relevant experimental energies using the DWBA [17] . Special attention will be paid to the peripheral assumption. The uncertainties due to the lack of knowledge of the optical potentials for the entrance and outgoing channels will be studied. The contribution of the multistep corrections to the DWBA arising from the low lying excited states in 7 Be will be evaluated.
II. EXTRACTING THE S 17 FACTOR FROM TRANSFERS
It is well established now that the direct capture S-factor S cap 17 derived theoretically from nuclear structure calculations can vary considerably, and that although the energy dependence is fairly well known [11, 18] , the predicted astrophysical factors differ in their normalization [19] . Transfer reaction measurements, such as 7 Be(d,n) 8 B are now being used as an indirect method to extract an S 17 factor [13, 14] that should not be so model dependent.
The differential cross section for the transfer reaction has been analyzed in ref. [14] using the DWBA. In this approximation it is assumed that the 7 Be core remains inert in the process, and the breakup component on the deuteron wave function is only taken into account in so far that it affects the optical potential. The differential cross section is given by
with µ i , µ f the reduced masses for the initial ( 7 Be−d) and final ( 8 B−n) channels and k d , k n the incident and outgoing momenta in the centre-of-mass frame. The transition amplitude for the transfer reaction process in the prior form is
In this equation Ψ
are the distorted waves in the final and initial channels respectively. I7 Be 8 B and I dn are the internal overlap wave functions for 8 B (p -7 Be) and deuteron (p -n). The remnant term, V n 7 Be − U n 8 B , where V n 7 Be is the interaction between the outgoing neutron and the 7 Be target, is usually small and can be neglected. This term is included in our calculations but found to be small.
Within an uncorrelated two-body model for the p -7 Be system, the proton occupies a single particle state nℓj (p 3/2 ) and the overlap function I7 Be 8 B can be defined as
where S is the spectroscopic factor that takes into account the incompleteness of the twobody model in the description of the 8 B system and u nℓj (r) is the normalized single particle radial function. Outside the range R N of the 7 Be-p nuclear interaction, the overlap function becomes
where W ηℓ+ 1 2 (2κr) is the Whittaker function, η = Z( 7 Be)e 2 µ/κ the Sommerfeld parameter, κ = √ 2µǫ/h, µ the reduced mass for the (p-7 Be) system, ǫ = 0.137 MeV the proton binding energy in 8 B [20] and b nlj the asymptotic normalization of the single particle radial wave function u nℓj (r).
The asymptotic normalization constant (ANC) for the overlap function I7 Be 8 B is defined by
The ANC defines the probability of finding 8 B in the configuration p + 7 Be at distances outside the range of the nuclear interaction.
Following a set of calculations for different 8 B 2-body models, where the proton occupies a single particle state p 3/2 , Xu et al. [13] found that the ANC for the overlap function is related to the S 17 factor by
a relation that is independent of the g.s. model for
Using the definition of the ANC eq.(5), an astrophysical factor S I 17 can therefore be determined from a spectroscopic factor and the normalization b 3/2 of the p-7 Be wave function. The spectroscopic factor in eq. (4), is now obtained (by a χ 2 fit) from the ratio between the data and DWBA calculations in the forward angle region, and is denoted here by S exp . Therefore
This method of extracting the S 17 from transfers using the ANC will be referred as the ANC method.
We can alternatively use the direct capture calculations for extraction of the S-factor, by renormalizing the direct capture astrophysical factor S cap 17 obtained from u nℓj (r) by the experimental spectroscopic factor S exp ,
Both methods rely on at least two assumptions. They assume first that the wave function peripheral to 8 B scales in proportion to the interior component, as we have written in eq.(3). Secondly, they assume that measurements of forward-angle transfer cross sections are sufficient to determine the spectroscopic factor. If DWBA analyses are used for this determination, then it is assumed further that the DWBA gives a good description for the transfer reaction, and that the distorted waves for the incoming and outgoing channels are well determined.
The ANC method of eq. (7) is only reliable when the transfer reaction is peripheral. In such cases the asymptotic part of the overlap function of eq.(4) is the dominant contributor to the transition amplitude eq.(2). For peripheral transfer reactions the results obtained through both methods are equivalent, while the method defined in eq.(8) can be used as a generalization of the ANC method when multistep effects are included in the reaction mechanism.
III. THE 8 B GROUND STATE WAVE FUNCTION
Many two-body models have been developed for the description of 8 B [21] [22] [23] [24] that assume a spherical 7 Be core. The large quadrupole moment of the mirror nucleus 7 Li suggests however that 7 Be should be considerably deformed. The effects of core deformation on the capture reaction were studied in ref. [11] using a core + proton model where the core is deformed and allowed to excite. When the 7 Be core is assumed to be deformed then the g.s. of 8 B (2 + ) will have a contribution from the p 1/2 proton coupled to the 7 Be(
Within that model, if the deformation of the 7 Be core is taken to be β 2 = +0.5 the probability of finding the system in the channel (p 3/2 ⊗ 3 2 − ) is significantly reduced from 1.0 (no deformation) to 0.57 (reo1), while for β 2 = -0.5 (reo2) it was found that P [p 3/2 ⊗ ] = 0.87. These distinct models of 8 B will be used to test the validity of the ANC method, by seeing how well the extracted S 17 differs from that of the one-channel models upon the introduction of deformation/excitation and multistep core couplings.
IV. RESULTS

A. Sensitivity to the peripheral assumption
In order to analyze the uncertainties associated with the ANC method from assuming a peripheral character for the transfer reaction, we show in fig. (1) the reaction cross section as a function of the partial wave and the corresponding differential cross section for energies E cm = 5.8 MeV, 15.6 MeV and 38.9 MeV. The g.s. model for 8 B was taken from Kim [21] . For E cm = 5.8 MeV we take the optical potential parameters from d- 9 Be elastic scattering at E cm = 6.4 MeV of Satchler [25] and from n- 9 Be at the correct energy of Dave and Gould [26] for the income and outgoing channel respectively. For the RIKEN experiment at 13.6 MeV we use the potential parameters from d- 7 Li at E cm = 18.7 MeV of El-Nadi [27] and n- 9 Be at E cm = 19.44 MeV of Olsson et al. [28] respectively. Since in the case of the MSU experiment at 38.9 MeV the quasi-elastic scattering was measured for the entrance channel, we take the optical potential parameters for this channel, by extracting the elastic scattering cross section data from the quasi-elastic data [15] . For the outgoing channel we use the potential defined in ref. [28] .
The transition amplitude eq.(2) involves a radial integral over the projectile-target relative distances of the incoming and outgoing distorted waves. The contribution from the outgoing channel to this integral was evaluated for radii from R cut to infinity for several values for the cutoff radius. For E cm = 5.8 MeV the cross section peaks around L = 3 corresponding to an impact parameter of 4.5 fm which is significantly larger than the 8 B interaction radius of 2.95 fm [29] and thus, for this energy, the transfer is clearly peripheral. For the MSU energy, E cm = 38.9 MeV, the cross section peaks for partial wave values around L = 4 which corresponds to an impact parameter of 2.3 fm and thus one can expect a significant contribution from the nuclear interior to the transition amplitude radial integral. This is illustrated in fig.(1) where the reaction cross section for MSU becomes significantly smaller for a cutoff radius R cut of the order of the nuclear radius. This contrasts with the lower energy case of E cm = 5.8 MeV, where the contribution for the reaction cross section becomes negligible only for very large cutoff radius R cut ≫ R N . It follows that, at the energies of the MSU experiment, the ANC method cannot be used by itself to extract the S 17 factor accurately. For the RIKEN experiment, the impact parameter is 3.3 fm which is only slightly larger than the 8 B interaction radius, thus caution should be taken when extracting the S 17 from the transfer reaction at this energy.
B. Sensitivity to the optical potential inputs
The distorted waves for the incoming and outgoing channels are one of the inputs of the DWBA. The lack of measurements for the initial and final channel elastic scattering induces uncertainties in the S 17 extracted from the transfer studies, uncertainties which are accentuated when one is using elastic scattering data either at a shifted energy or on a different target (or both).
A systematic study on the optical potential uncertainties was performed recently [30, 31] 
We have shown in ref. [31] that if one uses different sets of optical potential parameters for the entrance channel [14, 32, 33] that fit the elastic scattering of deuterons from 7 Li at higher energies (E cm ≃ 9.3 MeV) the calculated transfer cross section varies considerably, producing up to 16% uncertainty in the extracted S 17 (0) (calculated relative to the mean value). This is illustrated in fig.(2) which shows that the calculated d- 7 Be elastic scattering at the correct energy (E cm = 5.8 MeV) using this set of potentials are different ( fig.2a ), even at small angles. Consequently, the calculated transfer cross section varies considerably (see fig. 2b ).
Apart from the error introduced by extracting the optical potential from elastic scattering at the wrong energy, there is also an error due to the changes in the mass or charge of the target. Fig.(3) shows the calculated elastic differential cross section ( fig. 3a) using deuteron optical parameters from elastic scattering on 6 Li and 9 Be at the correct energy [25, 33] and the corresponding transfer cross section ( fig.3b) . We find that the uncertainty on the S 17 (0) relative to its mean value is 20%. For both these calculations we have used a n-9 Be potential from [26] for the exit channel and Kim's single particle potential from 8 B [21] . As for the outgoing channel, the combined energy and mass/charge uncertainties in defining the optical potentials for the outgoing channel were found to be of order of 12%.
If we take the whole range of optical potentials for entrance and exit channels mentioned in [31] , using eq.(6), one obtains for the S-factor of S 17 = 26.2 ±8.4 eV b. These results show a theoretical uncertainty larger than indicated in [14] and are consistent with the recent work by the Texas A&M group [30] . However, one can minimize this uncertainty by using only potential parameters taken from elastic scattering at the correct energy. If we reduce our set to d- 6 Li or d-9 Be optical potentials from [25, 33] at the correct energy for the entrance channel and n-9 Be optical potentials from [26] at the correct energy for the exit channel, we obtain S 17 = 23.5 ± 3.7 eV b which indicates a smaller prediction for the S-factor than the result S 17 = 27.4 ± 4.4 eV b presented in [14] .
The uncertainty on the extraction of S 17 from transfer reactions induced by the lack of knowledge of the optical potentials for the incoming and outgoing channels is also evident at higher energies, such as, for example, for the RIKEN measurement. Fig.(4a) shows the calculated elastic scattering for the incoming channel using the optical potential parameters taken from d- 7 Li but at different center of mass energies of El-Nadi et al. at E cm = 18.7 MeV [27] (solid) and Matsuki et al. at 11.43 MeV [34] (dashed). Fig.(4b) shows the corresponding transfer differential cross section. The solid and the dashed curves were evaluated using the El-Nadi and Matsuki potentials respectively for the incoming channel and the potentials of [28] for the outgoing channel. The dotted solid and dotted dashed lines were obtained using the potentials El-Nadi and Matsuki respectively for the incoming channel, but with the potentials defined in [26] for the outgoing channel. Once more, the uncertainties on the incoming channel have large effects on the calculated transfer reaction. The effect of the uncertainties in the outgoing channel on the transfer is comparatively less important.
C. Sensitivity to the 8 B ground state wave function
We now study the independence of the ANC method with respect to the choice of different two-body models for the description of the 8 B ground state. In particular, we study the effect of including the 7 Be core deformation and/or excitation. To avoid uncertainties on the calculated transfer differential cross section by modifying the incoming optical potential by distortion, we verified that elastic scattering is not significantly altered by the inclusion of deformation and/or core excitation. We show first, in fig.(5) , the calculated differential cross section at E cm = 5.8 MeV using different single particle 2 body-models with an inert core for the description of 8 B. The optical potential parameters for the outgoing channel were taken to be those given in section A. The optical potential parameters for the incoming channel are taken from Bingham [33] denoted here as the Surface I potential. As follows from eqs. (5-8), the ratio of the asymptotic normalization of the single particle radial wave function to the calculated capture S-factor, b 2 /S cap 17 , should be model independent and equal to 0.026 (eV
for the case of one-channel single particle models. Table I shows that the calculated ratio for the single particle models of Kim [21] , Tombrello [22] , Robertson [23] , Barker [19] , and Esbensen [24] are constant, in agreement with Xu et al. [13] . For the purpose of estimating the effect of using different 8 B g.s. models, we take the astrophysical S-factor calculated for direct capture at 20 keV. In the table II we compare the S I 17 factor evaluated for different two body models using the ANC relation eq. (7) for the data at E cm =5.8 MeV, with the capture normalization constant S II 17 of eq. (8) . To a good accuracy, both methods consistently show that the ANC method can deduce the S 17 from the E cm =5. 8 MeV experiment in a manner that is essentially independent of the description of the 8 B ground state in the case of one-channel models. Taking Kim model as a reference, we can see that the extracted S 17 factors for different g.s. models differ by less than 5%.
When introducing deformation one could naïvely expect no change in the relationship between the extracted S-factor and the ANC of the 8 = 1. Therefore, whatever the deformation, the single particle normalization constant is the same:
When including excitation, since the contribution of the excited states decay rapidly to zero their contribution to the S 17 factor is expected to be negligible, as found in [11] , and thus their contribution can be neglected when evaluating b with eq.(7). As shown in table I the ANC eq.(6) of Xu et al. for extracting the S 17 remains valid.
In contrast to the results shown in Table I , we find that the DWBA cross section and therefore the S-factor are sensitive to the deformation and/or excitation for strong surface peaked optical potentials in the entrance channel. This can be seen in Table II , where we compare the extracted S-factor using an optical potential for the entrance channel [25] that is strongly surface peaked, (here denoted by Surface II), with the results obtained using the Surface I optical potential. The χ 2 is defined according to
with N exp the number of experimental points and ∆S exp (i) the experimental error associated with each point. For no deformation or excitation, the extracted S-factor is essentially model independent for both optical potentials. In contrast, the extracted S 17 with the reo1 model (which has a larger component for the [p 3/2 ⊗ ] channel. This is due to the fact that deformation modifies the low partial waves that are contributing significantly to the cross section. These modifications are probed by optical potentials which are strongly surface peaked for the incoming channel and have less interior absorption.
D. Multistep processes
The DWBA formalism assumes that the inelasticity arising from core excitation of the projectile and/or excitation of either projectile or target, has a small effect on the transfers. The low lying excited states of 7 Be could in principle be excited by the deuteron prior to the transfer, giving rise to multiple step processes. In order to estimate the contribution of these processes to the differential cross section, we consider that the core ( 7 Be) is deformed, and consider quadrupole rotational nuclear couplings between its 3 bound states. In doing so, the transfer process will depend on couplings to and from the g.s. of 7 Be and the excited states, in addition to the transfer couplings themselves.
A diagram of the allowed 1, 2 and 3-step paths, excluding back transfer couplings, is shown in fig.(6) . The observables were calculated including all couplings between the 3 states of 7 Be and transfer couplings between the 3 states of 7 Be and the g.s. of 8 B. We used Surface I optical potential for the entrance and the potential defined in [26] for the exit channel. Fig.(7a) shows that the 2-step corrections to the elastic cross section calculated with model exc1 from [11] ) are small, being evident only at large angles and that higher order multiple step corrections are small. Fig.(7b) also shows that the transfer cross section is not strongly sensitive to the multistep effects. They reduce the differential cross section peak by ∼ 8%. As a direct consequence, the effect on the extracted S 17 -factor (evaluated by renormalizing S cap 17 by the experimental spectroscopic factor extracted from the transfer reaction) is around ∼ 8%. This same result was confirmed using other core deformation/excitation models defined in [11] and with other optical potentials for the incoming and outgoing channel.
It is known that when introducing back couplings to the original DWBA specification, the optical potential fit to the scattering data may well be lost [35] . In fig.(8) we show the elastic scattering fig.(8a) and transfer cross section fig.(8b) for 3 cases: a) all couplings between the core states are included but no back transfer couplings ; b) all couplings including back transfer couplings; c) no back transfer couplings and only up couplings for the core. As shown in the figure, the effect of introducing back transfer couplings is of same order of magnitude as the couplings from the excited states to the g.s. of 7 Be. The uncertainty arising from losing the elastic scattering fit, when introducing back transfer couplings, may be circumvented if we assume that these couplings are already effectively included in the optical potentials, and, to avoid double counting, should therefore be removed from our transfer calculations. This result calls once more for measuring the elastic scattering channels if one wants to avoid evaluating theoretically the second order coupling between the elastic and transfer channels.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the transfer reaction 7 Be(d, n) 8 B for the recent experimental energies using DWBA. Checks on the ANC method for extracting the S 17 astrophysical factor from the transfer reaction were performed. We have shown that the lack of experimental data for the elastic scattering incoming and outgoing channels induces severe uncertainties on the extraction of the astrophysical factor. From the low energy transfer data of [14] we obtain a range for the S-factor S 17 (0) = 23.5 ± 3.7 eV b based on using only potential parameters taken from elastic scattering at the correct energy.
We have shown that caution should be taken when extracting S 17 at center of mass energies approximately greater than 15 MeV due to the fact that the transfer reaction cannot be considered as peripheral at these energies, given the angular range usually measured.
We have also shown that the S 17 -factor depends upon the 2-body description of the 8 B ground state wavefunction if deformation and/or excitation are included, for optical potentials that are strongly surface peaked, otherwise the extracted S 17 -factor is essentially independent of the 2-body description of 8 B. Finally we find multistep effects to the DWBA to be of the order of 8%. We conclude that the ANC method to extract the S-factor from transfer using the DWBA is accurate to 8% if the optical potentials for the incoming and outgoing channels are well defined, have no strong surface peaked potentials, and the reaction is clearly peripheral. More measurements at the appropriate low energy regime will help to further validate the method.
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